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The international maritime transport and logistics conference Marlog 10, which is being 
held under the title: (Digitization in ports and the Maritime Transport Industry), organized 
by the Arab Academy for science, technology and maritime transport "in cooperation with 
the International Organization for water transport infrastructure (Pianc), the Scientific 
Partner of the conference, the Italian University of Genoa, the Academic Partner of the 
conference, and the Suez Canal Economic General Authority, kicked off this morning" 
Sunday, June .in Alexandria.


The opening session was attended by the team of His Excellency Engineer Kamel al-
Wazir, Minister of transport Major General Mohammed al-Sharif, Governor of Alexandria, 
Dr. Dina Al-Zaher, director of the Department of transport and tourism at the league of 
Arab states, His Excellency Dr.Ismail Abdel Ghafar Ismail Farag, President of The Arab 
Academy for Science, Technology and Maritime Transport, and Maritime Transport. The 
annual forum, which brings together a distinguished crowd of experts and specialists in 
maritime transport, ports and logistics from Egypt and the Arab region ".


The opening of the International Conference on maritime transport and logistics Marlog 
10, organized by the Arab Academy for science, technology and maritime transport year 
after year to discuss the latest developments of maritime affairs, as it has become one of 
the public scientific events at the local and regional levels. Bing the Academy one of the 
specialized organizations of the league of Arab states, is always keen to choose topics 
that contribute to the development of the port industry, maritime transport and logistics in 
the Arab region to be raised and discussed among specialists in this field, looking forward 
to making the future of our Arab nation better in the maritime transport industry, and this 
is possible only by exploiting our resources in a correct way,  taking advantage of 
experiences, and trying to build ports for the future, by managing the available resources 
with a more sustainable, cost-effective and performance approach, which maximizes the 
productivity and efficiency of ports, the Academy is always looking forward to upgrading 
its level in terms of providing educational and training services and the latest 
achievements of international universities, The Academy has recently achieved a 
distinguished assessment in the QS Top Universities rating (QS Stars), and the Academy 
has deservedly received a five-star rating as an overall assessment of the University QS 5 
Stars Overall Ranking and QS is one of the two largest sides to evaluate universities in the 
world, and thus the Academy is the first university at the level of Egyptian universities to 
receive a 5-star rating in seven different indicators within the assessment of the 
“QS”institution And by obtaining a 5-star rating, the Academy has joined the list of 
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Universities of the Arab world that receive a 5-star rating, which includes only 11 other 
universities at the level of the Arab world


The Marlog,  conference is always a race in the development of theses and always offered 
to develop theses on opportunities to benefit from giant projects and discuss ways to 
integrate between Arab ports that have longitudinal coasts, and innovation in ports and 
the maritime transport sector has become necessary to reshape the existence of a form 
that allows excellence.

The Marlog, International Maritime Transport Conference enjoys great participation due to 
its importance and its constant pursuit in the development of the maritime transport 
industry through discussions and recommendations to face the challenges facing the 
maritime transport sector, pointing out that investment in ports is closely linked to 
development .


Link :https://aast.edu/en/news.php?
unit_id=1&language=1&page=110&event=5690&get_event_type=1


Link : https://aast.edu/en/news.php?
unit_id=1&language=1&page=110&event=5689&get_event_type=1
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